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1 Claim. 

This invention relates to an improved closure 
adapted particularly for use on containers for 
liquid or emulsi?ed preparations in the cosmetic 
?eld where so-called one-hand operation for the 

5 dispensing of the preparation is convenient and 
desirable._ By one-hand operation is meant such 
operation as may be obtained by holding the 
container in one hand and operating the closure 
element by pressure against the palm of the other. 

10 hand thus permitting the preparation to be dis 
pensed into the last named hand so long as the 
pressure is maintained. Accordingly, it is the 
object of the invention to provide a closure which 
is operated by pressure on the palm of the hand 

15 when the containeris inverted and which will 
automatically close the container when such 
pressure is released. In the preferred form of the > 
invention a yielding closure member of rubber 
or the like is provided and this member is main 

2'0 tained in such relation to the container that 
while it normally seals the container it is ex 
posed for' engagement by the palm of the hand 
and deformable under pressure to permit the es 
cape of the ?uid within the container. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying 
drawing which shows two embodiments of the 
invention and- in which: 

Figure 1 is a view in vertical section showing 
the improved closure and a fragment of the neck 

30 of the container to which it is applied. 
Figure 2 is a view in plan of the improved 

deformable closure element. 
Figure 3 is a view similar generally to Figure 1 

but showing a modi?ed form of closure embody 
35 ing the invention. 

Figure 4 is a view in plan of the deformable 
closure element illustrated in Figure 3. 
A container (1 is shown as having secured there 

to a cap b in the end of which is formed a central 
40 opening b’ through which the contents of the con 

25 

tainer may pass. This opening is normally closed 
by the improved deformable closure element. As 
illustrated in Figure 2 this element 0 may be cir 
cular in form and provided with several openings 

45 c’ which are spaced. Centrally of the member 0 
is carried or moulded a plug c2 which is pref 
erably tapered and of such size as to seat within 
the opening b’ in the cap b, The deformable 
closure member 0 is clamped between the cap b 

' 50 and the closure a in such relation as to consti 
Further,v the interior of . tute a sealing gasket. 

the cap b is of such con?guration as to assure 
the intimate seating thereon of the upper surface 
of the deformable closure member 0. The re 

55 siliency oi’ the member 0 is such, when the parts 
are assembled, as to maintain the upper surface 

(01. 2721-16) 
of the member in intimate engagement with the 
inner surface of the cap b and also seat the plug 
0 tightly within the opening b’. With the parts 
in such relationship the contents of the container 
cannot escape. By pressing the-protruding'plug 
0 against the palm of the hand it will be unseated 
from the opening b’ and the deformable mem 
ber 0 carried away from engagement with the 
cap b thereby permitting the liquid contents of 
the container to pass through the openings 0' 
and the opening b’ into the palm of the hand 
when the container is inverted. 
In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 3 a 

deformable closure member is illustrated at d. 
At its edge is moulded a ?ange d’ which is 
clamped between the container e and the neck 
member I, so as to constitute a sealing gasket. 
The neck member I has a central opening therein 
through which the yielding closure member d 
extends. This closure member is of yielding non 
metallic material such as rubber and has formed 
at its end a dispensing opening (12 which is nor 
mally closed by the stress created within the re 
silient material d. At one side of the opening (12 
is moulded a protuberance d3 for convenient en 
gagement by the palm of the hand when the 
preparation is to be dispensed. If desired, a cap 
member 9' may engage the neck member I when 
the closure is not in use. After removal of the 
cap member g the liquid can be dispensed by‘ 
merely pressing the protuberance d3 against the 
palm of the hand with the container inverted. 
Such pressure will draw the resilient ‘material 
at the dispensing opening it2 where the material 
is normally in abutment. Upon release of the 
pressure the resiliency oi" the material will close 
the opening d‘. . 
Other embodiments of the invention in which 

one hand operation is accomplished in accord 
ance with the principle disclosed may be made 

by the appended claim. _ 
I claim as my invention: . 
A closure for liquid containers comprising a 

cap member carried by the container and having 
an opening therein, a deformable closure mem-' 
ber of yielding non-metallic material seated 
within the cap and having openings staggered 
with respect to the opening in said cap and hav— 
ing a protuberance normally seated in the open 
ing, in the cap but extending therethrough where— 
by pressure on the protuberance will displace the 
deformable member with respect to'the cap and 
permit the escape of liquid through the aforesaid 
openings. 
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without departing from the invention as de?ned ' 
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